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The human brain has
some capabilities that
the brains of other
animals lack. It is to
these distinctive
capabilities that our
species owes its
dominant position.
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superiority is ending,
And
Ofplan
and wePeril
need to
for this monumental
Artificial
shift. A Human
Intelligence

Algorithm: How
Artificial Intelligence
Is Redefining Who
We Are examines the
immense impact
intelligent technology
will have on
humanity. These
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machines, while
Surviving
Ai
challenging our
The Promise
personal beliefs and
And
Peril Of
our socioeconomic
world order, also
Artificial
have the potential to
Intelligence

transform our health
and well‒being,
alleviate poverty and
suffering, and reveal
the mysteries of
intelligence and
consciousness.
International human
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rights attorneyAi
Flynn
Surviving
Coleman deftly
The Promise
argues that it is
And
Ofinstill
criticalPeril
that we
values, ethics, and
Artificial
morals into our
Intelligence

robots, algorithms,
and other forms of AI.
Equally important, we
need to develop and
implement laws,
policies, and
oversight
mechanisms to
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protect us from
Surviving
Ai
tech s insidious
The Promise
threats. To realize
And
Peril Of
AI s transcendent
potential, Coleman
Artificial
advocates for inviting
Intelligence

a diverse group of
voices to participate
in designing our
intelligent machines
and using our moral
imagination to ensure
that human rights,
empathy, and equity
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are core principles
Surviving
Ai of
emerging
The Promise
technologies.
And
PerilA Of
Ultimately,
Human
Algorithm is a clarion
Artificial
call for building a
Intelligence

more humane future
and moving
conscientiously into a
new frontier of our
own design.
[Coleman] argues
that the algorithms of
machine
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learning‒‒if they
Surviving
Ai
are instilled with
The Promise
human ethics and
And
Peril Of
values‒‒could
bring
about a new era of
Artificial
enlightenment.
Intelligence
̶San Francisco
Chronicle

Are robots going to
take my job? How are
smartphones
affecting my kids? Do
I need to worry about
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privacy when Ai
I get
Surviving
online or ask Siri for
The Promise
directions? Whatever
And
Peril
questions
youOf
have
about AI, The Age of
Artificial
AI gives you insights
Intelligence

on how to navigate
this brand-new world
as you apply God's
ageless truths to your
life and future. Alexa,
how is AI changing
our world? We
interact with artificial
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intelligence, orAi
AI,
Surviving
nearly every moment
The Promise
of the day without
And
Peril
Of our
knowing
it. From
Twitter and Facebook
Artificial
social media feeds to
Intelligence
our online carts to
smart thermostats
and Alexa and Google
Home, AI is
everywhere. In The
Age of AI, Jason
Thacker--associate
research fellow at the
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Ethics and Religious
Surviving
Ai
Liberty
The Promise
Commission--helps us
And
Peril
Of
navigate
our digital
age in this thoughtful
Artificial
exploration of the
Intelligence
social, moral, and
ethical challenges of
our ongoing
interactions with
artificial intelligence.
Applying God's Word
to this new AIempowered age, The
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Age of AI shows
Surviving
Aius
how Christian truth
The Promise
transforms how we
And
Ofto love
use AIPeril
in order
God and our neighbor
Artificial
better. It serves as a
Intelligence
guide for those wary
of technology's
impact on our society
and also for those
who are enthusiastic
about where AI is
taking us. Jason
explains how AI
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affects us
Surviving
Ai
individually, in our
The Promise
relationships, and in
And
PerilatOf
our society
large as
he addresses AI's
Artificial
impact on our bodies,
Intelligence
sexuality, work,
economics, and
privacy. With
theological depth and
a wide awareness of
the current trends in
AI, Jason is a steady
guide reminding us
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that while AI isAi
Surviving
changing most things,
The
Promise
it does not change the
And
PerilofOf
foundations
the
Christian faith.
Artificial
Intelligence
Artificial intelligence
(AI) is a field within
computer science that
is attempting to build
enhanced intelligence
into computer
systems. This book
traces the history of
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the subject, from
Surviving
Ai the
early dreams of
The Promise
eighteenth-century
And
Peril pioneers
Of
(and earlier)
to the more
Artificial
successful work of
Intelligence
today's AI engineers.
AI is becoming more
and more a part of
everyone's life. The
technology is already
embedded in facerecognizing cameras,
speech-recognition
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software, Internet
Surviving
Ai
search engines, and
The Promise
health-care robots,
And
amongPeril
other Of
applications. The
Artificial
book's many
Intelligence

diagrams and easy-tounderstand
descriptions of AI
programs will help
the casual reader gain
an understanding of
how these and other
AI systems actually
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work. Its thorough
Surviving
Ai
(but unobtrusive) endThe Promise
of-chapter notes
And
Perilcitations
Of
containing
to important source
Artificial
materials will be of
Intelligence
great use to AI
scholars and
researchers. This
book promises to be
the definitive history
of a field that has
captivated the
imaginations of
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scientists,
Surviving
Ai
philosophers, and
The Promise
writers for centuries.
And Peril Of
Artificial
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